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Abstract
This article presents an overview of optical wireless (OW) communication systems that operate both in the short(personal and indoor systems) and the long-range (outdoor and hybrid) regimes. Each of these areas is discussed
in terms of (a) key requirements, (b) their application framework, (c) major impairments and applicable mitigation
techniques, and (d) current and/or future trends. Personal communication systems are discussed within the context
of point-to-point ultra-high speed data transfer. The most relevant application framework and related standards are
presented, including the next generation Giga-IR standard that extends personal communication speeds to over 1
Gb/s. As far as indoor systems are concerned, emphasis is given on modeling the dispersive nature of indoor OW
channels, on the limitations that dispersion imposes on user mobility and dispersion mitigation techniques. Visible
light communication systems, which provide both illumination and communication over visible or hybrid visible/
infrared LEDs, are presented as the most important representative of future indoor OW systems. The discussion on
outdoor systems focuses on the impact of atmospheric effects on the optical channel and associated mitigation
techniques that extend the realizable link lengths and transfer rates. Currently, outdoor OW is commercially
available at 10 Gb/s Ethernet speeds for Metro networks and Local-Area-Network interconnections and speeds are
expected to increase as faster and more reliable optical components become available. This article concludes with
hybrid optical wireless/radio-frequency (OW/RF) systems that employ an additional RF link to improve the overall
system reliability. Emphasis is given on cooperation techniques between the reliable RF subsystem and the
broadband OW system.
Keywords: optical wireless, personal communication systems, indoor systems, outdoor systems, hybrid OW/RF
systems

1. Introduction
It has been more than 30 years since optical wireless
(OW) was proposed as an alternative broadband technology for wireless data transmission applications [1].
The underlying concept of OW is very simple: utilize
optical beams to carry data through the atmosphere or
vacuum. As a result, OW link architectures are very
similar to optical fiber communication point-to-point
links, with the exception that no optical fibers are
deployed as a transmission medium. OW is also very
similar to RF wireless, but radio waves are replaced with
light and antennas with free-space optical transceivers.
Despite this superficial resemblance between OW and
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RF links, OW exhibits several appealing attributes when
compared to RF. OW links are inherently broadband
and optical frequencies in the infrared and visible spectrum are neither regulated nor licensed. Optical components are also cheaper and consume less electrical
power than high-speed RF components. Finally, OW
links do not suffer from multipath fading and have
much less potential for interference with RF-sensitive
electronic systems. These advantages do not, however,
imply that OW is a universal replacement for RF communications. The application of OW systems is limited
when considering area coverage and user mobility,
where RF technologies prove invaluable. In addition,
OW systems operate under strict eye safety regulations,
while at the same time incoherent OW receivers present
lower sensitivity than their RF counterparts because of
their photo-electric conversion mechanisms and the
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Table 1 Comparison between RF and OW systems
OW

RF

Bandwidth

Not regulated

Licensed

Available line rates

< 10 Gb/s

< 1.25 Gb/s

Path losses

High

High

Multipath fading

No
(large collector
area)

Yes

Multipath
distortion

Only in diffuse
indoor systems

Yes

Noise sources

Ambient light

Interference from other users,
electrical noise

Detection type

Incoherent

Coherent/Incoherent

SNR

Depends on RF signal
amplitude

Receiver sensitivity

Depends on
optical signal
power
Low

Eye safety

Required

N/A

Electromagnetic
compatibility

Yes

Conditional

High

impact of ambient light noise sources. Table 1 summarizes the main differences between OW and RF
systems.
To better understand the place of OW systems in the
wireless world, Figure 1 summarizes state-of-the art commercial RF and OW technologies, as well as technologies
under standardization by major bodies including IEEE,
3GPP, Bluetooth and IrDA. Technologies are presented
with respect to their area of coverage, ranging from a few
centimeters in personal communications to over 1 km in
outdoor communications, and the data rates they attain,
including low rate legacy links under 1 Mb/s (Bluetooth
and older IrDA systems). Clearly, contemporary OW
links provide channel rates up to 10 Gb/s, which directly
compare to the ones of optical fibers. At the same time,
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commercial OW links operate at link distances that are
challenging to attain in RF (3G/4G) and millimeter-wave
(60 GHz) broadband communications.
OW is a unique technology that provides an attractive
alternative in niche application areas, complementing
fiber-optic and RF wireless solutions when they are
either too costly to deploy, create undesirable interference, or are not feasible at all. Figure 2 illustrates some
of the application areas in which OW has been successfully applied. Two mainstream application areas of OW
are last-mile broadband access and office interconnection; both are the business objectives of a number of
component and system manufacturers. In such applications, state-of-the-art OW systems support 10 Gb/s
Ethernet, which equals the bandwidth provided by
metro fiber optic systems and is significantly higher
than the 1.25 Gb/s Ethernet provided by competing RF
wireless systems that operate in the 60 GHz frequency
range. At the same time the deployment cost of OW
systems is significantly lower than that of fiber optics,
which can easily reach $1M/mile in urban areas. OW
installation only requires the alignment of two freespace optical transceivers rather than digging trenches
and repairing roads.
Another major application area of OW is in personal
communication systems. The rapid progress in optical
technology over the past 30 years, driven mainly by
fiber-optic systems and display technologies, has enabled
the mass production of high volume, low cost, and fast
optical components that are suitable for short range
OW. During the 1990s OW emerged as a candidate
technology for data transmission in personal communications systems using protocols developed by the Infrared Data Association [2]. The result of this study was
the standardization and commercialization of OW ports

Figure 1 RF and OW technologies as defined in standards and deployed in commercial products.
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Figure 2 Application areas of optical wireless systems.

that have been extremely popular since the late 1990s
and may be found on all kinds of mobile phones and
portable computers. The current state-of-the-art in personal communications is Gigabit Infrared (Giga-IR) that
operates at link speeds of 512 Mb/s and 1.024 Gb/s.
This short-range interconnection is among the highest
speed wireless interconnection media available and is
easily integrated into portable and consumer devices. At
the Expo Comm Wireless Japan in 2008 and 2009,

KDDI Corporation demonstrated Giga-IR, which is envisioned as an interconnection medium for future cellular
phones.
Figure 2 also illustrates two additional application
areas of OW: indoor and ultra-long-haul systems. OW
was initially proposed as a broadband transmission technology for short range diffuse indoor wireless systems
[1]. Indoor OW systems are currently being revisited
within the framework of Visible Light Communication
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(VLC) Systems [3] that aim to combine lighting and
communications over commercially available visible
light LEDs. With respect to ultra-long-haul systems,
major technological advances in the fields of adaptive
optics and beam acquisition/tracking, which are functions of critical importance in ultra-long-haul outdoor
OW links, have enabled the deployment of tractable
broadband outdoor OW communication systems. At the
time of writing of this article, numerous ultra-long-haul
outdoor OW systems have been proposed and demonstrated in a wide range of applications, including terrestrial, earth-to-satellite, earth-to-high altitude platform,
intersatellite, and interplanetary communication links
[4].
OW is a standalone technology, differentiated from
fiber optics and RF wireless as far as usage scenarios are
concerned. OW fits perfectly well into the broad scenario of telecommunication networks as a complementary technology that provides communication solutions
tailored to diverse application areas. This article aims to
present progress in OW systems, underlying principles
that lay the basis of OW, and some of the newest trends
that appear to be of practical importance in the future.
To facilitate the presentation, OW systems have been
categorized in four distinct areas: personal communication systems, indoor communication systems, outdoor
communication systems, and hybrid OW/RF systems.
Personal communication systems are presented in Section 2. The discussion focuses on the most relevant user
requirements and standards (IrDA and IEEE), and also
includes the Giga-IR extensions that are the latest trend
in short range OW systems. Section 3 presents indoor
communication systems, with emphasis given to suitable
channel models for the diffuse OW link and techniques
for achieving spatial coverage. Section 3 also details the
latest trend in indoor OW, Visible-Light Communication Systems. Outdoor OW systems are discussed in
Section 4. Emphasis is given to the negative impact that
the atmosphere has on optical beams, as well as suitable
mitigation techniques that largely alleviate this impact.
The latest advances in the most challenging application
area of outdoor OW systems, satellite, and high-altitude-platform communications, are also presented. This
article concludes with Section 5, which presents outdoor
hybrid OW/RF systems. The discussion revolves around
the cooperation schemes between the OW and RF links
that achieve increased system reliability and capacity
availability.

2. Personal communication systems
Short-range OW has attracted considerable attention for
personal communication systems over the past decade,
owing to the fact that OW systems offer a viable, low
cost and complexity, high bandwidth solution to user-
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terminal connectivity. OW provides considerable unlicensed (free) bandwidth in the infrared spectrum, the
use of which results in significant cost savings to equipment manufacturers since they do not have to pay an
extra fee for using this spectrum and their transceiver
designs do not have to strictly conform to spectral
masks. Additionally, OW is preferable when health,
safety, and aesthetics issues are raised to challenge personal communication systems, since its low transmission
powers, short link distances, low profile transceivers and
limited spatial coverage make OW one of the least
obtrusive personal network technologies. Finally, OW
neither suffers from nor directly creates RF interference
and OW systems can operate side-by-side with RF systems in personal communication networks. The highspeed electronics that drives OW transmissions must be
designed not to be a indirect source of RF interference.
Apart from the generic requirements mentioned
above, OW has been quite successful in personal communication systems since it exhibits attributes that closely match key requirements in these systems and their
applications [2]. From an application perspective, applications like contact information exchange or file transfer
between mobile devices are required to have a very
short interaction time. In addition, several applications,
for instance secure payment, require increased security
and immunity to interference. The short distances
involved and the limited spatial coverage of OW, which
results from the narrow beams that are utilized, provide
inherent security, and interference rejection, while at the
same time allow for faster completion of the device discovery process that affects the application interaction
time. Moreover, the abundant bandwidth of OW transceivers, more than 1 Gb/s at the time of writing of this
article, facilitates speedy file transmissions and as a net
result the total interaction time is minimized.
The suitability of OW for personal communication
systems has drawn the attention of two key players in
personal communication systems: IEEE and the Infrared
Data Association (IrDA). IEEE had included an OW
option in its original 802.11 MAC and PHY standards
[5]. The standards defined a wireless communication
scheme using diffuse optical channels at 1 and 2 Mb/s.
However, they were never updated and are now rendered obsolete. Recently, IEEE launched a separate
Task-Group within the framework of 802.15 (IEEE
802.15.7), which is responsible for producing MAC and
PHY standards for OW communications based on visible light [6]. IEEE activities will be further discussed in
the next section that details indoor systems.
The IrDA aims at equipping personal communication
devices (computers, cellular phones, PDAs, etc.) with
low-cost and high-bandwidth OW equipment. To this
end, IrDA has produced numerous standards for the
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definition and implementation of (a) an infrared physical
layer, (b) a protocol stack that is well suited for shortrange OW, and (c) several application scenarios. Even
though IrDA had produced standards for multipleaccess implementations over infrared links (Advanced
Infrared–AIr) [7-9], with possible applications in personal and local area networks (PANs and LANs), it soon
became evident that it will be quite challenging for OW
to compete with RF in terms of area coverage and user
mobility. As a result, IrDA has focused primarily on
point-and-shoot usage scenarios, since OW is well suited for this [10]: point-and-shoot applications require
ultra-fast connection establishment and data transfer;
both are readily offered by OW. The rest of the section
focuses on the IrDA protocol stack, compliant applications and a comprehensive description of related
research efforts.
2.1. The IrDA protocol stack and related applications

The IrDA protocol stack is shown in Figure 3. The
lower layer is the physical layer [11,12] (IrPHY), which
operates at a nominal wavelength of 880 nm, although
in practice infrared transceivers are allowed to operate
in a range that extends from 850 to 900 nm. LEDs and
silicon PIN photodiodes are utilized to reduce the system cost to an absolute minimum at lower speeds, while
lasers are a more costly alternative at higher speeds. The
average optical powers transmitted by lasers and LEDs
are limited by eye and skin safety standards, according
to [13]. Transmission (line) speeds vary from a couple
of kb/s to 1 Gb/s and IrDA has provided detailed physical layer specifications for the following communication
speeds:
• Serial Infrared (SIR): SIR is 16550 UART compatible,
providing link speeds at 2.4, 9.6, 19.2, 38.4, 57.6, and
115.2 kb/s. The bytes that are to be transmitted over
the infrared link are first placed in a 16550 UART chip,
which is used to modulate the driving current at the
transmitter LED. The UART chip appends a start and a
stop bit to the transmitted byte, inverts the bit pattern
and also alters the duty cycle of the ‘1’s in the transmitted 10-bit UART frame to 3/16.
• Medium Infrared (MIR): MIR speeds are 0.576 and
1.152 Mb/s. Line coding is almost identical to the SIR
speeds, with the only exception being the duty cycle of
the ‘1’s in MIR speeds (1/4 instead of 3/16).
• Fast Infrared (FIR): FIR supports a single line speed
of 4 Mb/s. Line coding in FIR speeds follows a pulseposition-modulation (PPM) scheme with two-bit symbols. Four chips are required to transmit all possible
symbols, and the symbol to chip mapping is defined as
{00,1000}, {01,0100}, {10,0010}, and {11,0001}.
• Very Fast Infrared (VFIR): VFIR supports 16 Mb/s
only. Line coding in VFIR follows a run-length limited
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HHH(1,13) scheme, which guarantees at least one
empty chip after each pulse and allows for a maximum
of 13 empty chips between pulses. Under the HHH
(1,13) coding scheme, data bit pairs are encoded into
three-chip symbols using the state transition table
detailed in [11].
• Gigabit Infrared (Giga-IR): Giga-IR supports 512
Mb/s and 1.024 Gb/s. Line coding in Giga-IR is based
on the 8010B DC-balanced encoding scheme, in which a
data byte is encoded on a 10-bit character, so as to facilitate clock recovery at the receiver and to meet the
stringer timing requirements of Giga-IR links. The GigaIR optical transmitter can be either a LED or LD: if a
LED is used as the transmitter then the encoded characters are sent over the infrared link using a four-level
ASK modulation format, otherwise if a LD is used as
the transmitter then the modulation format is a twolevel ASK [12].
IrDA has also provided recommendations on a number of infrared link parameters. In SIR to VFIR speeds
the maximum distance between devices should not
exceed 1 m (or 200 mm for low power transceivers),
while the 3 dB half-width angle ranges between 15 and
30 o at the transmitter and 0-15 o at the receiver. In
Giga-IR speeds a docking station is typically used and
the maximum distance is limited to 60 mm, while the
transceiver angles are also limited to 5o. Moreover, the
bit-error-rate that should be achieved for all infrared
links is no more than 10-8 for SIR to VFIR speeds and
no more than 10-10 for Giga-IR, comparing directly to
the BERs achieved in modern optical fiber networks.
Additional optical and electrical parameters including
(a) maximum/minimum optical intensity at the transmitter and optical irradiance at the receiver, (b) pulse
rise/fall time, (c) pulse jitter, (d) minimum/maximum
pulse duration, and (e) maximum allowable transmission
rate deviations may be found in [11,12] for all speeds
ranging from SIR to Giga-IR.
The IrDA protocol stack operates above IrPHY and
consists of four main transfer protocols: the Infrared
Link Access Protocol (IrLAP) [14], the Infrared Link
Management Protocol (IrLMP) [15], the Tiny Transport
Protocol (TTP) [16], and the Object Exchange (OBEX)
protocol [17]. IrLAP is an HDLC-based link layer protocol with a primary function to provide reliable data
transfer over half-duplex OW links. Earlier IrLAP implementations (SIR to VFIR speeds) operated in a Go-backN fashion and maintained frame sequencing information
in both directions. Currently, IrLAP is being modified to
take full advantage of the bandwidth provided by GigaIR speeds [18], and the next IrLAP standard is expected
to provide (a) extended frame size, (b) extended window
size, and (c) selective-repeat mode of operation. Apart
from reliable data transfer at Gb/s speeds, IrLAP has
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Figure 3 The IrDA protocol stack.

additional features to account for the volatile nature of
the infrared physical layer, including extended and
dynamic node addressing, link recovery and rapid node
discovery (25-300 ms) if fast-connect options have been
implemented in IrLAP [19].
IrLMP operates above IrLAP and is responsible for
providing upper layers with a multiplexing scheme over
IrLAP, as well as a link control mechanism and a service
discovery mechanism. IrLMP in fact comprises two
separate entities, the Link Management Multiplexer
(LM-MUX), which is responsible for link control and
data multiplexing and (b) the Link Management Information Access Service (IAS) that maintains information
about the services that have been registered at the local
station. IrLMP communicates with upper layers and the
IAS through multiple Logical Service Access Points
(LSAPs). Each LSAP is assigned with a unique identifier
that is called the Logical Service Access Point Selector
(LSAP-Sel), and source/destination LSAP-Sel pairs are
used to multiplex/demultiplex traffic from multiple
IrLMP connections in LM-MUX. Moreover, LSAP-Sels
of local services are registered in IAS to facilitate service
discovery. Remote devices access the IAS by means of a

simple command-response protocol (Information Access
Protocol–IAP); the LSAP-Sel of IAS itself is well known
and equals 0 × 00.
TTP is heavily associated with IrLMP and its main
functions are (a) to provide per IrLMP connection flow
control, and (b) segmentation and re-assembly (SAR) features. Even though IrLAP provides lower level flow control (back-pressure), it is not capable of distinguishing
between individual IrLMP flows and as a result using
IrLAP back-pressure will slow down all IrLMP connections. TTP on the other hand implements per-connection
flow control by associating its own Service Access Points
(TTPSAPs) with the LSAPs that are present in the LMMUX on a one-to-one basis. The flow control mechanism itself is credit based: the TTP endpoints issue credits
(up to 127 initially) to each other and they use up a credit
whenever they send a TTP frame or receive a new credit
whenever a TTP frame has been received at the other
end. If a TTP endpoint reaches zero credits, it must wait
for additional credits to be issued from the other side
before sending additional frames.
OBEX is the session protocol that has been accepted
by IrDA to ensure interoperability between devices, and
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provide a communication API for user applications.
OBEX comprises three main components: (a) a model
for representing objects, as well as information about
objects, (b) a session protocol that enables session layer
communication between devices, and (c) an application
framework. Similar to HTTP, OBEX uses a headerbased model to describe both the object attributes and
the actual data of the object itself. Session peers, one
acting as a client and the other as a server, exchange
header information using a request/response communication protocol. Typically, OBEX operates in a stopand-wait fashion, which means that only a single OBEX
frame may be outstanding. This behavior limits the
infrared link utilization, since requests and responses
that involve the transmission of multiple OBEX frames
need to wait for an equal number of link turnarounds.
In order to mitigate this effect, enhanced OBEX implementations allow for a Single Response Mode (SRM), in
which multi-frame requests/responses may be acknowledged by a single frame. Finally, the primary element of
the application framework is the default OBEX server.
This is the “well-known OBEX server” that is registered
in the IAS database and provides basic functionalities
like accessing file systems, databases, services and applications. The default OBEX server uses an Inbox service,
so that clients can exchange objects using a standard
location. Alternatively, clients may also communicate
with non-default OBEX servers; in such case multiple
OBEX server instances are running along with the applications. The non-default server instances are registered
with different LSAP-Sels in the IAS, so that there is no
confusion with the default OBEX server.
IrDA has also standardized a stripped-down version of
the protocol stack to facilitate implementations in limited capability terminals. This version is commonly
known as IrDA Lite and maintains only the most fundamental operations of the protocols involved [20]. A
more recent variation of the protocol stack, IrSimple
[21], achieves faster transfer speeds by allowing blocks
of information to be exchanged over IrLMP. Since the
TTP flow control mechanism does not allow for block
sizes over 127 frames, TTP is replaced by IrSMP
(Sequence Management Protocol for IrSimple) in the
IrSimple protocol stack [22]. IrSimple maintains the
SAR capabilities of TTP and implements a frame
sequencing mechanism to ensure the successful transmission of frame blocks.
IrDA has also provided standards for application
related frameworks. One such application framework is
Infrared Financial Messaging (IrFM), which supports
digital payment applications running on infraredenabled personal communication devices [23]. In IrFM,
a personal communication device (also called a Personal
Trusted Device–PTD) interacts with a Point of Sale
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(POS) terminal. Applications running on PTD and POS
communicate over OBEX, with PTD being the OBEX
server and POS being the OBEX client. Applications
may not access OBEX directly, however, but only
through IrFM services. To this end, the IrFM standard
defines a number of core services that enable basic
transactions between the POS and the PTD, as well as a
Core IrFM Protocol (CIP) that passes transaction commands from IrFM services to OBEX. A key feature of
IrFM is its fast transaction mechanism (point-and-pay),
as a direct result of the point-and-shoot nature of the
IrDA protocol stack. In addition, IrFM has been developed to maintain simplicity, security, interoperability
and reliability in infrared financial transactions.
Another application framework is “wire replacement”
and refers to the replacement of parallel and serial
cables with IrDA links. So far there have been two relevant standards, the Serial and Parallel Port Emulation
over IR (IrCOMM) [24] and the Infrared Universal Bus
(Ir-USB) [25]. IrCOMM defines the emulation of parallel and serial ports over the IrDA protocol stack. The
drive between the emulation is to facilitate the migration of applications that have been initially written to
work over COM and LPT ports to IrDA compliant
devices. To this end, IrCOMM differentiates between
four service types: three-wire-raw, three-wire, nine-wire
and Centronics. Three-wire-raw involves no control
information and the role of IrCOMM is to fill up payload of IrLMP frames with user data. The other three
service types, however, require a separate control channel and as a result IrCOMM frames carry control information along with the user data. In addition, IrCOMM
interprets flow control commands and utilizes the credit
based flow control mechanism of TinyTP in an appropriate fashion. Ir-USB, on the other hand, is mainly
based on the USB 2.0 protocol stack and utilizes only
IrLAP and IrPHY (Giga-IR in particular) as an ultrafast
transmission mechanism. As a result, an operational
speed of 480 Mb/s is provided to USB clients over a 512
Mb/s or 1.024 Gb/s infrared link. The critical subsystem
of the Ir-USB architecture is the Ir-USB controller that
acts as an interface between the electronic USB controller and IrLAP. Apart from transmitting data at very
high speeds, the Ir-USB controller is also responsible for
handling special purpose USB packets, so that the infrared link is essentially transparent to the electronic USB
controller.
2.2. Research-related literature

OW personal communication systems involve point-topoint links with distances that are typically limited to a
few tens of millimeters and very narrow optical beams.
As a result multipath dispersion and fading, which
severely affect the performance of indoor and outdoor
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systems, respectively, are not present in personal communication systems. The dominant impairment in personal communication systems is optical noise and
interference from the sun and artificial lighting [26,27],
still the narrow reception angles filter out most of this.
The reader may refer to Section III.D for a more
detailed discussion on noise and interference, as well
applicable mitigation techniques.
The optical channel in personal communication systems is considered to be linear, time invariant and nondispersive [1,28]. In practice, there are two main goals
regarding the physical layer in personal communications
systems: (a) to attain increasingly high link speeds, and
(b) to deploy suitable codes that facilitate receiver functions such as clock and frame recovery. To these ends,
simple amplitude modulation formats like OOK and
amplitude shift keying (ASK) have been previously presented and evaluated [27], even though more complex
phase and frequency modulation formats are also possible [29]. Relevant modulation schemes include PPM
[30], differential PPM (DPPM) [31], digital pulse interval
modulation (DPIM) [32], run-length limited (RLL) coding [33] and DC-balanced coding [34]. PPM is advantageous over OOK for low rate systems, since it requires
decreased average power and is more robust against
optical noise, especially noise components near baseband resulting from fluorescent lamps [27]. Still, PPM
requires a bandwidth increased by a factor of M/log2M
as compared to OOK, where M is the number of chips
that are required to construct the PPM symbol. DPIM
and DPPM require less bandwidth (approximately half)
than PPM and more average power [30], but they also
occupy more bandwidth than OOK and ASK. ASK is
better suited for higher rate systems; it utilizes the same
bandwidth as OOK to provide a log2M times faster line
rate, at the expense of increased average optical power.
Table 2 and Figure 4 summarize the bandwidth and
BER performance of PPM variants and ASK systems in
short-range OW.
RLL codes, on the other hand, are used to alleviate
timing uncertainties that cause erroneous data recovery
in high-speed PPM receivers. Specifically, the VFIR
IrDA HHH(1,13) run-length limited code performs better clock and data recovery than PPM, while maintaining an acceptable bandwidth efficiency (approximately
67%) [33]. DC-balanced coding is also receiver oriented
and is used to mitigate the baseline wander effect caused
by high-pass filtering of optical noise at the receiver
[34-36]. More sophisticated modulation schemes that
involve transmission over multiple carriers, such as subcarrier modulation (SCM) [37,38] and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [39-41] are also
possible. However, SCM and OFDM are primarily
designed to minimize inter-symbol (ISI) interference in
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indoor systems, and therefore require more complex
coding and modulation hardware at the transceivers
when compared to OOK.
With respect to protocol analysis in OW personal
communication systems, both the initial IEEE 802.11
and IrDA AIr standards have been previously studied in
the literature. A performance analysis for AIr may be
found in [42-44] where the link-layer frame size is contrasted against the average frame delay and system
throughput. IEEE 802.11 has been extensively investigated in the literature, but a complete overview is
beyond the scope of this article. Two articles that evaluate the performance of initial 802.11, and apply to OW
MAC and PHY are [45,46]. As far as the point-andshoot oriented IrDA protocol stack is concerned,
numerous research efforts have been presented in the
literature. A primary research topic involves the determination of the optimum values that maximize the system throughput for network parameters including (a)
the OBEX frame size, (b) the TTP window size, and (c)
the IrLAP window size, frame size and link turnaround
time. The optimum IrLAP frame and window sizes have
been calculated in [47,48] as a function of the link BER,
speed and turnaround time. Cross-layer optimization
that involves the TTP, however, shows that the IrLAP
network parameters are not independent of the TTP
flow-control mechanism [49], and this owes to the fact
that TTP frame streams are not temporally continuous.
Moreover, the Stop-and-Wait fashion in which OBEX
operates further complicates the determination of optimum values for the OBEX, TTP and IrLAP network
parameters [50,51]. Further analysis of the IrDA protocol stack involves several variations: the suitability and
scalability of IrSimple for transmission of relatively
small files over high-speed OW links is discussed in
[52]. An alternative session protocol that is suitable for
the transmission of larger files, IrBurst [53], is also optimized against the TTP and IrLAP network parameters
in [54,55]. Finally, a detailed analysis of IrFM attributes,
including its connection delay (transaction speed), simplicity, interoperability, security and reliability, along
with a comparison between IrFM and competing technologies may be found in [56].

3. Indoor OW systems
OW has been extensively studied as a broadband, low
cost and power efficient technology for indoor communication systems [1,27,57-62]. Similar to the case of personal communications, OW indoor systems provide
considerable cost savings to device manufacturers and
end users due to the existence of unlicensed available
spectrum, are perceived as safer than competing RF technologies to humans and do not suffer from RF interference. Indoor OW link architectures, however, are quite
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Table 2 Bandwidth and BER performance of OOK and PPM variants
Modulation format

Data rate

ASK

Rb = B ·log2M

BER

PPM

Rb = B ·

DPPM

Rb = 2 · B ·

log2 M
M+1

Variable symbol duration, refer to [31] for a detailed presentation

DPIM

Rb = 2 · B ·

log2 M
M+3

Variable symbol duration, refer to [32] for a detailed presentation




M−1
1
·Q
· SNR · log2 M
M · log2 M
M−1


M
M · log2 M
SNR ·
·Q
2
2
2·

log2 M
M

Bandwidth B is the first-null bandwidth, SNR is the electrical signal-to-noise ratio and M is the number of chips that construct a symbol in PPM or the number of
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different from their personal communication counterparts due to the fact that a key requirement here is user
mobility. In real-world indoor systems the user is allowed
to move within a limited area of coverage, which typically
equals the size of a room or an aircraft cabin.
Providing OW access to a moving user can be challenging, since the optical beams are blocked by objects inside
the room. A possible solution is to deploy a roof-mounted
and narrow-beam transmitter that is controlled by a tracking mechanism. The tracking mechanism rotates the
transmitter and directs the narrow optical beam from the
transmitter to the mobile receiver. This approach leads to
a point-to-point OW link whose architecture is very similar to that of personal communication systems (Figure 5a).
An alternative approach is to design the transmitter with a
broad-angle emission pattern and allow multiple reflections from the walls and objects inside the room. In such a
case, the OW system is categorized as diffuse (Figure 5b).
If the emission pattern is properly engineered, the multiple
reflections result in uniform illumination inside the area
boundaries, even at places that are out of line-of-sight of
the transmitter, and therefore enhance user mobility [63].
However, the multipath propagation in diffuse channels
leads to time-dispersion of any pulse transmitted on the
channel. Multipath dispersion is a critical impairment,
since it drastically reduces the system bandwidth, and
attainable data rate, and increases the link losses. As a
result, point-to-point and diffuse topologies present a tradeoff between mobility and bandwidth. More advanced
topologies, for instance multispot diffusing (Figure 5c),
combine the best of both worlds and allow for significant
user mobility while at the same time achieve two orders of
magnitude higher bandwidth than purely diffuse ones. All
three topologies (point-to-point, diffuse, and multispot diffusing) are discussed in further detail in Sections 3.1-3.3,

and a summary of their respective strengths and weaknesses is given in Table 3.
Another major difference between personal communication and indoor systems is the impact of noise on
their performance. Indoor OW receivers are typically
designed with broader reception angles and as a result
the received optical noise power levels are higher when
compared to those of personal communications. Noise
originating from the sun and artificial lighting interferes
with the optical signal and degrades the signal quality at
a baseband frequency range between DC and tens of
MHz. This is unfortunately the operational frequency
range for most indoor OW systems. Filtering techniques
combined with modulation formats are required to
reject a significant percentage of the received noise
power and to limit the noise induced performance
degradation. Noise sources, their impact on indoor OW
and mitigation techniques are discussed in Section 3.4.
Finally, apart from discussing system requirements
and key impairments in indoor OW systems, this section also presents the latest trend in indoor OW: VLCs.
The main idea behind VLCs is to use solid state LEDs,
which were originally developed for indoor lighting, for
communication purposes, as well. VLCs are particularly
appealing since they do not require additional transmitters and receivers, as is the case in infrared communications, and since ceiling LED installations are already
designed to provide a uniform illumination pattern of
high optical power within the area of coverage [64].
VLCs are presented in Section 3.5.
3.1. Point-to-point links

Point-to-point links require a line-of-sight (LOS)
between the transmitter and the receiver, as shown in
Figure 5a. Such a link topology permits the use of highly
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Figure 4 Spectral properties and BER performance of PPM and OOK/ASK systems, following the analysis of [60].

directional transmitters with low beam divergence and
narrow field-of-view (FOV) receivers. Thus, point-topoint links are able to reject the majority of ambient
light that interferes with communications. In addition,
the directionality of the link removes the impact of

multipath dispersion since any reflected transmitter
energy is essentially rejected by the receiver. Still, a disadvantage of this link topology is the fact that precise
alignment and pointing are required, making the realization of mobile links difficult.
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Figure 5 Topologies for indoor optical wireless systems. (a) Point-to-point, (b) diffuse, (c) multispot diffusing.

Very high data rates can be achieved in point-to-point
indoor OW links by means of spatial division multiplexing, a technique that has been considered for some
time. In [57], hundreds of parallel links, each operating
at 50 Mb/s, were shown feasible in large areas using a

ceiling-mounted transmitter. The transmitter was capable of creating a large number of narrow beams
pointed to a variety of locations. Although such systems
are ideal for high-speed data distribution, they are of
high complexity and do not permit motion of terminals.
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Table 3 Comparison of OW link topologies for indoor
systems
Link type
Point-topoint

Diffuse

Multispot
diffusing

Link rate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Implementation
complexity

Low

Low

High

Beam pointing

Required
(exact)

Notrequired

Required (partial)

Beam blocking

Yes

No

No

User mobility
Dispersion

Limited
None

High
High

High
Low

Path loss

Low

High

Moderate

Impact of ambient
noise

Low

High

Low

High-speed electronic tracking was reported in [65] to
support mobility at a rate of 155 Mb/s over ranges of
nearly 2 m. Tracking was accomplished by using a
transmitter that had an array of laser diodes combined
with optics and a receiver with a wide FOV and detection array. Tracking involved the selection and switching
of paths onto the appropriate receive element.
Point-to-point OW links have also found a great deal
of popularity in a variety of shorter-range applications.
As an example, the IrDA IrFM specification permits
secure and quick payment options at point-of-sale terminals [56], as has been detailed in Section 2. Another
example is a system provided by Talking Signs, which is
able to deliver voice to visually impaired individuals
using fixed infrared transmitters and hand-held receivers. Yet another area of application that has been active
for some time is the use of OW links for high-speed
backplanes. High bandwidth communication between
circuit boards is a major limitation in many large computing and communication platforms. Using an array of
tightly aligned transmitters and receivers, high-data rate
links that are free from the capacitive, EMI and bandwidth limitations of on-board links [66,67] can be established. An OW backplane has also been proposed to
provide intra-craft data connectivity in a spacecraft [68].
The majority of indoor point-to-point OW links have
single element transmitters and receivers. However,
great gains can be attained by using multiple-transmitters and receivers in a coordinated fashion. The implementation of such Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output
(MIMO) links involves the use of laser and photodiode
arrays [69], optical interconnects [70] or a spatial-light
modulator (SLM) as a transmitter and an imager as a
receiver. Incoming data is either parallelized and transmitted over multiple beams, while when a SLM is
employed, data is sent by creating a series of twodimensional (2D) optical intensity images. OW MIMO
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links require tight spatial alignment between the transmitter and receiver arrays to avoid interference between
the channels [71-73]. Recently a spatial processing technique that does not require tight spatial alignment has
been developed for OW MIMO links [74,75]. In this
technique, the interference between spatial channels is
modeled and used in communication system design
directly to provide high spectral efficiency. Alternatively,
interference can be minimized by allowing only a single
laser element to transmit, as proposed in [76], or by
using interference cancelation techniques at the receiver
[77].
MIMO links have been used in a variety of applications including 2D barcodes [78,79], page-oriented
recording [80,81], holographic storage [71,72,82,83], and
MIMO OW communications [27,66,84,85]. With respect
to the 2D barcodes, OW MIMO links are currently used
on a wide array of cellular telephones in the form of
barcode readers. Data are encoded as a 2D barcode
which is either printed or displayed on a billboard. A
cell phone camera is then used to image the barcode
and processing is done to extract the data. Many newspapers now publish 2D barcodes which, when imaged
by a cell phone camera, direct the cell phone browser to
the appropriate webpage for additional details on the
story [86].
3.2. Diffuse indoor OW links

Initial studies into diffuse OW links were presented in
1979 [1] and diffuse links were shown to be robust,
immune to shadowing and allowed for terminal mobility. Unlike point-to-point OW links, a diffuse OW link
does not require the existence of a LOS to establish
communications. Rather, as illustrated in Figure 5b, it
employs wide beam transmitters and large FOV receivers to exploit diffuse reflections from the walls and
objects inside the room and establish a communication
link [1,27,87,88]. As a result, there is inherent path
diversity and diffuse links are relatively immune to
blockage and pointing errors and permit a great degree
of mobility for the receivers. However, the received signal is corrupted by multipath dispersion due to the
large number of collected reflections at the receiver.
The temporal spread of reflections results in inter-symbol interference at high data rates and limits the system
bandwidth. Notice that although diffuse OW links suffer
from multipath dispersion, they do not exhibit multipath
fading as in RF links. The detector in diffuse OW links
typically has a size of many thousands of wavelengths
and the received optical intensity is integrated over the
surface of the detector and provides an inherent degree
of spatial diversity [27]. Thus, the channel characteristics
are unaltered when moving the detector by many
wavelengths.
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The indoor diffuse OW channel is well modeled as a
linear, time-dispersive channel with a time-invariant
impulse response h(t) [89]. The impulse response is calculated from the individual reflections of walls and
objects inside the room and there is an array of methods
in the literature to compute the impulse response in
optical intensity domain for a typical room layout.
These methods include ray tracing [89,90], experimental
measurements [28,91,92], simplified functional modeling
[93,94], photon tracing [95] and Monte Carlo ray tracing
methods [96-99]. While specular reflections are possible,
the vast majority of reflections are diffuse since the
dimensions of the surface roughness is on the order of
the wavelength of light used in the link [95]. As a result,
the optical power is reflected nearly independently of
the angle of incidence of the optical wave. The intensity
distribution of an individual diffuse reflection is well
approximated by a Lambertian pattern [1,60,89].
The impact of multipath dispersion on diffuse indoor
OW links is quantified by the path loss and normalized
delay spread. The path loss is calculated from the channel impulse response h(t) and ranges from 10-7 to 10-5
[27,28]. The temporal dispersion due to multipath can
be measured by the root-mean square (RMS) delay
spread of the impulse response and ranges from 2 to 10
ns [27,28]. A popular and convenient model that correlates the temporal dispersion with the channel bandwidth is the exponential-decay model [93,94]. In this
model, the 3-dB bandwidth of the channel impulse
response is calculated from the channel temporal dispersion D using the following simple analytical relation
f3dB =

1
.
4π D

(3:1)

A range in temporal dispersion D from 2 to 10 ns
[27,28] implies that the 3-dB channel bandwidth
approximately ranges from 10 to 40 MHz. The impulse
response, delay spread and path loss depend on the particular composition and arrangement of the room and
are considered fixed once the room characteristics are
fixed [27].
Multipath dispersion severely limits the diffuse channel bandwidth and a vast array of modulation, coding
and equalization techniques have been applied to combat this effect [27,89,100-103]. An important aspect of
these techniques is that amplitude constraints must also
be imposed on all signals transmitted on OW channels,
since the optical power signal must satisfy a non-negativity constraint. In addition, due to eye- and skin-safety
requirements a limitation on the average optical power
is also mandatory as imposed by international eye-safety
limitations [13]. This power limitation is in stark contrast to the mean squared constraint in RF channels. As
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a result, the use of modulation and coding for RF channels directly on OW channels is seldom efficient and
the unique power and bandwidth efficiency requirement
of the OW channel must be considered in any communication system design [60].
Diffuse OW links have been standardized by both
IrDA and IEEE. The standardization of diffuse OW links
from IrDA resulted in the Advanced Infrared (AIr) physical layer interface that defines the operation of 4 Mb/s
diffuse OW links inside typical room sizes [2,43,44,104].
IEEE included a physical layer specification for infrared
OW communications at 1 and 2 Mb/s in its 802.11
standard. Experimentally, diffuse infrared OW links have
been demonstrated at 25 Mb/s [105] and 50 Mb/s
[106,107].
3.3. Multispot diffusing links

Spatial diversity techniques have been successfully
applied to indoor OW links in a topology that is termed
multispot diffusing (MSD) and shown in Figure 5c[108].
The MSD architecture aims to combine the advantages
of point-to-point links with the mobility of diffuse links
[108-115]. To this end, the MSD transmitter modulates
data onto a series of beams that are projected onto the
ceiling above the communications floor. The MSD
receiver ideally images one or perhaps several spots and
decodes data from the diffusely reflected energy. The
same data is modulated for all spots and the arrangement and number of spots is optimized so that at least
one spot is in the imager for every receiver position.
Even though both diffuse OW and MSD links rely on
diffuse reflections on surfaces inside the room, there are
large differences in the underlying channel models of
both topologies. The first main difference lies in the
intensity distribution of the optical transmitter. Whereas
diffuse OW links emit light over a large divergence
angle, the MSD transmitter uses a series of narrow
divergence beams directed to the ceiling. This more efficient organization of the optical intensity leads to a far
smaller path loss in MSD systems than in diffuse systems. The second major difference lies in the construction of the receiver. The MSD receiver consists of a
series of narrow FOV elements directed to the ceiling.
These narrow FOV receivers reject a large portion of
ambient light. In addition, the narrow FOV receivers are
able to reject any stray multipath signals and this effect
significantly improves the bandwidth of the channel. It
has been shown that in a typical room setting the channel bandwidth of an MSD system is in excess of 2 GHz,
which is in stark contrast to the tens of MHz available
in diffuse systems [116].
One of the challenges in implementing an MSD link is
the creation of an array of spots on the ceiling.
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Although straightforward, using arrays of emitters with
their own optics is bulky and expensive [115]. A less
expensive and compact method is to use a laser diode
and a computer generated hologram. In [112], a hologram which produces an array of 8 × 8 beams is presented, while holographic diffusers with fewer lobes
were considered earlier in [63]. Holograms have also
been considered to create arrays as large as 10 × 10
spots [117]. Other work has considered different geometries for MSD spots including a line strip and a diamond
in an effort to reduce transmitter complexity [118,119].
Experimental work on MSD systems has also shown
promising results. An angle diversity receiver composed
of discrete elements working at 70 Mb/s at a BER less
than 10 -9 over a 4-m range was reported in [115]. In
[114], system issues for a 100 Mb/s MSD link were also
presented. A 140 Mb/s MSD system with a single receiver [120] and a 155 Mb/s using a multi-element imaging
receiver are presented in [65]. Following the above,
MSD links maintain the high bandwidth and low path
losses of point-to-point links and at the same time
achieve mobility that is comparable with those in diffuse
links at the expense of slightly more complicated transmitters and receivers [112]. As a result, the MSD architecture is an excellent topology for future indoor highspeed content distribution systems.
3.4. Noise and interference modeling and mitigation

Noise and interference are two additional impairments
that affect the performance of indoor OW links. In typical
indoor diffuse OW systems, which involve intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD), a good model that
describes noise and interference is the baseband model
y (t) = R · x (t) ∗ h (t) + z (t) .

(3:2)

x(t) is the transmitted optical power, y(t) is the current
at the receiver, h(t) is the optical channel impulse
response, R is the receiver photodiode responsivity and *
denotes continuous time convolution. The signal z(t)
represents noise and interference added at the receiver.
In general, z(t) is a high intensity shot noise process.
Such processes are well modeled as zero-mean, Gaussian distributed, independent of x(t) and white [27].
However, this model is only true under the assumption
of intense ambient light. For example, in links with low
background illumination a photon-counting model is
more appropriate [60].
The sources of noise and interference include background illumination, lighting from incandescent and
fluorescent sources as well are front-end circuit noise in
the preamp of the receiver [1,26,27,60,87,121,122]. Figure
6 summarizes the spectral distribution of solar, incandescent, and fluorescent radiation in the visible and near-
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infrared wavelength ranges, which are typically employed
in OW systems. The sun emits broadband un-modulated
light that is converted to shot-noise current at the receiver. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the noise current is
proportional to the incident optical power and the receiver bandwidth and band-limited optical and electrical filters at the receiver can reject a significant portion of the
shot noise. Incandescent lamps are modulated by their
AC power supply (50/60 Hz) and produce a narrowband
photocurrent with a total bandwidth of less than 2 kHz
[122]. In practical OW systems the receiver bandwidth is
significantly higher than 2 kHz and the photocurrent
from incandescent light is modeled as a constant RMS
shot noise current that is added to the photocurrent
from sunlight [27]. Fluorescent lamps, on the other hand,
emit light that is modulated at the power supply frequency (50/60 Hz) or higher frequencies (tens or hundreds of kHz). Light from 50/60 Hz fluorescent lamps
produces a photocurrent with a total bandwidth of 20
kHz [122], while higher modulation frequencies result in
photocurrents that have a considerable part of their
power spectrum in the MHz range [121]. Consequently,
the bandwidth of the photocurrent from fluorescent
lamps is a significant percentage of the total bandwidth
in practical OW systems and the photocurrent is modeled as a time-varying interference signal [27].
The effects of fluorescent light are particularly deleterious for OOK/ASK modulation formats, in which the
electrical power spectrum of OOK/ASK contains a
strong DC component. Fluorescent noise cannot be filtered without rejecting a significant portion of the signal
in low rate OOK/ASK systems [121], and adaptive filtering [123-125] or spread spectrum [126] techniques are
required. Higher rate OOK/ASK systems have a broader
spectrum and fluorescent noise may be rejected through
high pass filtering, however this leads to a baseline wander effect and additional DC-balanced line coding is
required [35]. Low rate PPM systems and their variants
(DPIM, DPPM) are less vulnerable to noise from slowly
modulated fluorescent lamps than OOK/ASK systems,
since the peak spectrums of PPM is located at non-zero
frequencies and high-pass filtering rejects fluorescent
noise without imposing significant ISI [121]. Rejecting
fluorescent light modulated at higher frequencies, however, requires processing techniques similar to those
used for OOK/ASK [123]. Finally, SCM and OFDM systems may avoid fluorescent noise altogether by utilizing
transmission frequencies that are located outside the
fluorescent noise bandwidth.
3.5. VLC systems

With the advent of solid-state lighting based on white
LEDs, there is intense interest in the use of visible light
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Figure 6 Spectral distribution of solar radiation and emissions from incandescent/fluorescent lamps in the visible and near-infrared
wavelength range. Solar and incandescent spectra are calculated from Wien’s displacement law at temperatures of 5800 and 3300oK,
respectively. Fluorescent spectrum corresponds to a commercially available lamp.

for OW communications. Not only do white LEDs for
illumination purposes have high energy efficiency and
lifetimes, but they also possess significant modulation
bandwidth. By modulating the illumination outside of
the human perceptual range, significant data rates can
be transmitted while satisfying the illumination requirements inside a room [59,127]. Such VLC channels also
possess an SNR that is approximately 30 dB higher than
a comparable infrared link since the background interference is largely removed [128]. Moreover, it is not
necessary to install additional LEDs for telecommunication purposes. Visible light LEDs are already designed to
provide uniform indoor lighting, which means that the
effects of shadowing are minimized. In their simplest
implementation VLCs only provide broadcast download
capability, since the LED lighting will not in general
include optical receivers.
VLCs have drawn significant attention from standardization bodies and research institutes in Europe, the USA
and Japan. In Japan, VLC standardization efforts have
been underway for some time. The VLC consortium [3]
was founded in 2003 to investigate and provide a standard platform for VLC systems. In 2007, the VLC standard JEITA CP-1221 was issued by the Japan
Electronics and Information Technology Industries
Association [129]. European efforts in VLC have also

been significant. The OMEGA project [130], funded by
the European Commission [131], is tasked to develop
the physical channels to enable Gb/s rates for home
area networks combining RF, VLC, infrared and power
line communications. A total of 20 partners are included
in this project which has a budget on the order of €19
million and a European Commission fund of €12.4 million [132]. In the USA, an NSF research fund of $18.5
million has been provided to three universities to establish Smart Lighting Engineering Research Centers,
which will develop device and system technologies for
VLC communications. In addition, standardization
efforts for VLC through the IEEE have been quite active
recently [133].
Similar to infrared OW, the transmission rates of VLC
systems are limited by the effects of multipath dispersion and noise from the sun and artificial lighting. In
principle, the same techniques that have been presented
in previous paragraphs to mitigate dispersion and noise
may be applied to VLCs. As a result, multiple carrier
modulation formats (SCM [134] and OFDM [135,136]),
MIMO systems [137], coding schemes [138,139], and
adaptive equalization methods [140] have been proposed
in the literature within the context of VLCs. The transmission rates of VLC systems are also limited by the
modulation bandwidth of phosphor-based visible LEDs;
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the slow time constant of the phosphor they are manufactured with in order to emit yellow light leads to a
typical modulation bandwidth of a few MHz. Filtering
and equalization at either the transmitter [141] or the
receiver [142] alleviates the slow phosphor response,
and increases the visible LED bandwidth by an order of
magnitude. This bandwidth increase, along with the use
of discrete multi-tone OFDM, has enabled the demonstration of VLCs operating at transmission rates that
exceed 100 Mb/s [143-145].
An additional aspect of VLCs is that visible LEDS are
also required to provide lighting at a constant power
level and brightness adjustment options. The human eye
is not capable of distinguishing between power variations at the bit level for typical transmission speeds
under consideration in VLC systems (tens to hundreds
of Mb/s). However, long series of ‘1’s and ‘0’s lead to
long-term power variations that are perceived as flickering. Flickering is harmful for the human eye and several
approaches, which aim at maintaining a constant DCcomponent in the emitted VLC signals, have been taken
to mitigate its effect. The most common mitigation
technique is to use PPM, in which transmitted symbols
maintain a pre-determined percentage of ‘1’s and ‘0’s. A
performance analysis of PPM variants may be found in
[134,146]. Another approach involves using DCbalanced line coding such as modified 4b5b, 5b6b or
8b10b over OOK [147]. As far as brightness adjustment
is concerned, it is accomplished by combining line coding with pulse-width-modulation (PWM) variants
[147,148]. Under this scheme, line coding provides a
DC-component whose amplitude can be adjusted by
varying the duty cycle of the PWM.

4. Outdoor OW systems
Another major application area of OW is in outdoor
systems. From a commercial perspective, outdoor OW
complements optical fibers in LAN interconnections
and broadband access networks, providing a high-bandwidth and low-cost alternative [149]. The installation of
an outdoor OW system alleviates the most significant
expenditure of fiber deployment: the digging up and
repairing of roads. In addition, current commercially
available systems operate at 10 Gb/s Ethernet speeds,
which are comparable to the speeds attained per channel in commercial optical fiber networks.
Directional OW links also have a low probability of
intercept and detection compared to broadcast or lessdirectional RF wireless links. These are desirable attributes for certain applications, especially military communications, where the communicating parties need to
remain undetectable by an adversary. In contrast to RF
transmissions, where the adversary needs only a low
complexity receiver to detect broadcast transmissions or
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the side-lobes of directional RF antennas, implementation of an OW link in a completely covert fashion
requires fully optical pointing, acquisition and tracking
without any adjunct RF technology from the third party.
Thus, it is essentially impossible for the third party to
detect the existence of the link, unless they insert their
own receiver into the beam path. The security provided
by the optical link is enhanced by means of encryption,
which ultimately prevents interception of the actual data
being transmitted.
Two key requirements for outdoor OW systems are
ever-increasing line speeds and link distances. MultiGb/s OW line speeds are feasible at modest distances at
the time of writing, owing to technological advances in
optical fiber technology and adaptive optics. Fiber networks are expected to advance to 100 Gb/s in the near
future, providing the necessary end-point components
for OW, as well. As a result, OW line speeds are
expected to keep up with their fiber optic counterparts,
attaining ultra-high capacities per channel.
In ultra-long range outdoor OW systems, however,
the achievable data rates can be severely limited by the
earth’s atmosphere. The atmosphere has a detrimental
impact on optical beams, an impact that worsens as the
link length increases [150]. The effects that come into
play in making the outdoor OW propagation channel
non-ideal are shown schematically in Figure 7. Obscuration (haze, fog, snow, rain) along the path reduces the
received power. Even in the absence of significant
obscuration, atmospheric turbulence presents significant
challenges in the operation of OW links for distances as
short as 500 m. Turbulence causes fluctuating intensity
at the received power and beam wandering, spreading
or breakup. The net result of these effects is manifest as
scintillation in the received optical power. Scintillation
presents a challenge for the receiver in an OW link,
since the receiver must have significant dynamic range,
which may need to be more than 40 dB, to handle large
variations in the received intensity. Reductions in the
received power that take the receiver below the specified
threshold correspond to fades. During a deep fade,
receiver and background noise dominate over the
received signal, rendering the link useless.
The stochastic nature of the fades and surges, both in
terms of their intensity and their duration, leads to a
stochastic description of the channel response. This is in
stark contrast with personal communication and indoor
systems, where the channel impulse response is modeled
as time invariant. Stochastic channel models suitable for
outdoor OW are detailed in Section 4.1. Moreover, due
to the stochastic nature of the outdoor OW channel,
mitigation of channel-imposed degradations is challenging. Applicable mitigation techniques involve some
form of diversity, either spatial or temporal, to increase
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Figure 7 Factors affecting the communication channel for outdoor FSO links.

the probability of signal reception. This is accomplished
by sending multiple replicas of the original signal over
different propagation paths (spatial diversity) or by temporally displacing replicas by an offset that exceeds the
fade duration (temporal diversity). Error-correction-coding is also applicable, but in high capacity systems the
number of bits affected by a fade increases with the line
rate. Still, these techniques can easily add several seconds of latency to a link. In the Gb/s regime, the code
length that is required to correct the erroneous bits
might be impractically long. Mitigation techniques are
discussed in Section 4.2.
The section concludes with the most challenging area
of application of outdoor OW systems, satellite communications. These systems employ laser beams that communicate data between terrestrial feeders, satellites and
airborne relays and involve link distances that reach up
to thousands of kilometers. The impact of atmospheric
effects is magnified for such distances, while highly
accurate beam acquisition, pointing and tracking systems are required to maintain a working link. OW for
satellite communications is presented in Section 4.3.
4.1. Channel modeling

A major effect of the atmosphere on optical beams is the
rapid attenuation of their power when they propagate
through obscurations (haze, fog, snow and rain). For a
single mode Gaussian beam of small angle beam divergence θ and power PTX at the transmitter, the received
power at an aperture of area A at range L equals
PRX =

2PTX Ae−αL
,
π θ 2 L2

(4:1)

where a is the intensity attenuation coefficient along
the obscured path. Typical obscuration losses that are

encountered near the ground range from 0.5 dB/km in
clear air, 3 dB/km in haze, 50 dB/km in thick fog, and
350 dB/km in impenetrable fog (OW links are more
affected by snow and fog than they are by rain). At high
altitude in clear air the attenuation may be as low as 0.1
dB/km, although aerosols can still affect the channel
[151]. In practice, the exponential decay of the optical
power means that OW links do not work over significant distances through obscuration and it is not practical to attempt to operate OW links through significant
obscuration by increasing transmitter power. Some additional range can be accomplished by decreasing beam
divergence angle θ, although this imposes more rigorous
pointing and tracking requirements on the link.
A second performance degradation in outdoor OW
systems results from the rapid scintillation of the
received power caused by atmospheric turbulence. The
local density of the atmosphere is constantly fluctuating
because of temperature and pressure fluctuations. When
a laser beam propagates through the atmosphere, the
randomly varying spatial distribution of refractive index
that it encounters causes the following effects [152]:
(a) Fluctuating intensity as observed with an optical
detector at the end of the path (scintillation).
(b) A varying degree of intensity fluctuation that
depends on the receiver aperture (the size of the detector, or the size of the receiving optics which direct the
collected light to the detector).
(c) Progressive deterioration of circularly symmetric
Gaussian beams with increasing distance and turbulence
strength. The progressive changes that are observed are
time-dependent deviations of the beam shape from circular, wander of the centroid of the beam, increase in
the width of the beam over and above that expected
from diffraction, and breakup of the beam into distinct
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patches of illumination whose shapes and locations fluctuate with time.
(d) A fall in the coherence length of the laser beam.
(e) Fluctuations in the angle of arrival of the phase
fronts at the receiver.
Theoretical analysis of the effects of the turbulent
atmosphere on the propagation of electromagnetic
waves has been extensive, and to some extent repetitive,
over at least the last 40 years. A substantial amount of
this study was carried out in the former Soviet Union,
and the books by Tatarski [153] and Chernov [154] are
classic accounts of the state of the field at the beginning
of the 1960s. Comprehensive reviews of the specific
situation regarding laser beam propagation have been
given by Ishimaru [155], Strohbehn [156], Zuev [157],
Andrews and Phillips [152], and Andrews et al. [158].
There are also a number of other valuable review articles, for example [159,160]. Many hundreds of additional articles covering the effect of turbulence on
propagating laser beams can be found in [152].
The turbulence induced scintillation at the receiver is
characterized by the probability density function (pdf) of
the received power. The pdf allows the calculation of
the probability of fades or surges of a given level below
or above the average received power. The pdf can also
be used to estimate the fraction of time that a given link
will be in a fade or surge state. It is frequently found
experimentally that over a wide range of scintillation
indices the distribution of log field amplitude is a normal distribution, as are the log intensity variations measured at a point [156]. For log-normal statistics the
probability of a fade (or surge) of a given depth can be
calculated using the methods described by Yura and
McKinley [161], who also provide a means to calculate
the mean duration of a fade. An alternative pdf that better describes the distribution of received power in strong
turbulence is the g-g distribution [157,159,162,163]. If
scintillation is reduced by aperture averaging, which is
likely for all but very long links, then log-normal statistics are usually adequate to describe the behavior.
The level of scintillation is taken into account in individual pdfs by the scintillation index
σI2 =

I2 − I2
I2

.

(4:2)

I is the intensity measured by a point receiver and angle
brackets indicate time averages. In practice, the receiver
of an OW link will have a finite collection area and will
only act as a point receiver if its diameter D is small
√
enough to satisfy D << λL , where l is the wavelength
used and L is the length of the link. If the receiver diameter is larger than that of a point receiver then the level
of scintillation is reduced by aperture averaging and the
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scintillation index in this case is given by Equation (4.2)
with I replaced by the received power P.
The strength of turbulence is frequently characterized
by the Rytov variance. The Rytov variance is obtained
by approximating the solution to Maxwell’s equations
for electromagnetic wave propagation through a random
medium under weak turbulence conditions. For a plane
wave, the Rytov variance is calculated as
2 
2
= 1.23 · C2n k7/6 L11/6 ,
σln
(4:3)
IR = ln I − ln I
where C2n is the refractive index structure constant
and k is the wavevector magnitude of the light. In weak
turbulence, when σI2 < 0.3 , the Rytov approximation is
valid and the scintillation index practically coincides
with the Rytov variance. As the turbulence strength
increases, however, the Rytov approximation no longer
provides a precise solution to Maxwell’s equations and
the Rytov variance increases without limit. Strong turbulence theory is then required to predict the scintillation
index behavior at increasing values of the Rytov variance
and it has been shown that the scintillation index saturates at values of the Rytov variance that can range up
to 5-6 [158]. Figure 8 show the behavior of the scintillation index, calculated from weak and strong turbulence
theory [160], as a function of the Rytov variance.
The aforementioned atmospheric impairments are
combined with factors that include (a) the optical power
losses in the transmitter and receiver, (b) beam spreading, (c) the Strehl (optical imaging quality) ratio, and (d)
pointing errors to calculate link parameters such as the
link margin and link availability [164-166]. The link
margin is defined as the ratio of the transmitted power
to the minimum power that is required to achieve a
desired BER at the receiver. Signal fades that exceed the
link margin lead to an increased BER for the duration of
the fade and extremely deep fades raise the BER to 50%,
causing a total loss of data and rendering the link useless. In contrast to other wireless channels, signal fading
on the OW channel is relatively slow compared to the
data-rate. The duration of a fade might be up to 100 ms
or longer when the clock period, which depends on the
data rate, is generally less than 20 ns (50 Mb/s). Hence,
during a single fade several thousand transmitted bits
can be corrupted. The link availability, on the other
hand, is measured over a larger timescale and is defined
as the percentage of time over a year that the link is
available. The link availability is primarily dependent
upon the existence of obscurations in the atmosphere.
Under heavy obscuration, the atmospheric losses exceed
the link margin and, similar to deep fades, the link operates at an increased BER or is unusable for the duration
of the obscuration. When link outage resulting from
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Figure 8 Comparison of log intensity variances calculated using weak and strong turbulence theories [160]for an atmospheric path of
863 m at 632.8 nm.

obscuration cannot be tolerated the best solution is to
operate a hybrid link where the OW link is operated in
parallel with a directional RF link in unlicensed regions
of C-band (5.8 GHz) or Ku-band. Hybrid OW/RF systems are detailed in the next section.
4.2. Fade mitigation techniques

There are four principal methods for mitigating the
effects of fading at the physical layer: aperture averaging,
diversity, error correction, and adaptive optics.
(1) Aperture averaging: Aperture averaging reduces
the scintillation index by using a receiver whose aperture diameter D is larger than the lateral correlation dis√
tance on the link λL . Measurements of the effect of
the aperture size on scintillation index have been given
in [167]. These measurements, made in intermediate
strength turbulence, are in reasonable agreement with
the weak turbulence formula given in [152]

 2 −1
kD
σI2 (D)
= 1 + 1.07 ·
F= 2
,
4L
σI (0)

(4:4)

which describes the reduction F in the scintillation
index for a receiver of diameter D compared to a point
receiver and holds for plane waves with a small inner

scale l0 satisfying l0 << L/k . The aperture averaging
factor does not depend on the exact shape of the

aperture and depends primarily on receiver aperture
area [168].
(2) Diversity techniques: Diversity techniques use multiple identical transmissions from sources to receivers
[169,170]. The multiple transmissions take uncorrelated
paths and as a result the effective level of scintillation
and the probability of a fade can be reduced. The most
common diversity approach uses multiple transmitter
and receiver apertures (MIMO), which are spaced
further apart than the lateral correlation distance on the
link [171-173]. If n independent apertures are used and
if the received signals are logically combined then the
probability of a fade of a given depth is reduced to prob
(P ≤ P min ) n , with P min being the minimum power at
each receiver aperture. For a fair comparison of the
diversity approach the probability should be evaluated
for the same total power transmitted, which means that
n

PTotal
the fade reduction is really frac
≤ Pmin , where
n
frac(x) denotes the fractional part of x.
An alternative approach to spatial diversity is to use
time-delayed diversity (TDD), described in [174,175]. In
this approach, n total transmissions of the same data
take place between a single transmitter and a single
receiver. The replicated transmissions are delayed by an
offset τ which is longer than expected fade duration.
The replicas are re-synchronized, buffered and logically
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combined at the receiver. If the separate transmissions
of data are truly independent then the BER is reduced
from its single channel value of BER to BERn. In practice, the exact reduction in BER must be calculated
from the joint pdf for the signal received at different
delay times, which requires knowledge of the temporal
covariance matrix. Experimental measurements [175]
have shown that in weak turbulence a delay of about 20
ms provides decorrelation between successive transmissions. The required decorrelation time becomes shorter
as turbulence gets stronger, which is precisely when
diversity approaches of all types become most valuable.
(3) Error correction: In some scenarios and especially
for airborne terminals, size, power and weight constraints may not allow for multiple transmissions and
therefore diversity cannot be implemented. Additionally,
diversity systems can get very complex because of issues
such as optics alignment, signal synchronization, interference effects, and others. Error correction is a simpler
fade mitigation technique that has been shown to give
satisfactory results [176] on SISO (single input single
output) channels. Forward-error-correction (FEC), in
particular, adds additional bit patterns to each coded
packet being transmitted, which allows all transmitted
bits to be recovered if some are lost due to fading. For
example, in a (255,223) Reed-Solomon code that uses 8bit symbols, there are 255 codeword bytes. Each codeword contains 223 bytes of data and 32 bytes for parity
checking. The decoder can correct any 16 symbol errors
in the code word: errors up to 16 bytes anywhere in the
codeword can be automatically corrected. Still, this
method only works well if fades are of short duration.
In this example, the fade duration should be limited to
128-bit periods. Unfortunately, the transmission time of
a code word in a high data rate OW system is much
shorter than even the shortest fades. At 1.25 Gb/s,
which is a commercially available OW data rate, 255
bytes takes only 1.6 μs for transmission. As a result,
improved coding and interleaving techniques are being
investigated for application in higher rate OW systems.
Recent study has suggested that BER improvement
can be obtained by the use of low density parity check
(LDPC) codes [163]. It is not clear, however, that in this
work the temporal characteristics of the strongly fading
channel were properly accounted for. The performance
of a link-layer LDPC staircase FEC system (these codes
are called IRA - Irregular Repeat-Accumulate codes
[177]) has also been tested over a Fast-Ethernet OW
link [176]. In the presented test scenario the mentioned
code was able to overcome all packet losses (11% of lost
data). Another approach is to employ interleaving in
parallel with coding. Interleaving provides a temporal
diversity by spacing coded symbols by time intervals
that are longer than expected fade durations. As a result,
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a fade only affects a single symbol per word in an interleaved in system and the length of the required code is
drastically reduced. Further details about coding and
interleaving for OW channels can be found in the specialized literature [177-180].
The drawback of FEC, and especially interleaving, is
increased latency. The data have to be buffered at the
transmitter and the receiver for at least the duration of
the used coding constraint length. A rule of thumb suggests using block lengths that have a constraint length
of several times the maximum expected fade duration.
The processing time needed for encoding and decoding
must also be added to the total processing delay. In general, the overall transmission delay can be expected to
exceed 100 ms and therefore it is not practical to implement FEC-interleaving schemes for delay-critical data.
Latency can be alleviated by introducing rate-compatible
(or rateless) coding into the error correction scheme
[181]. A key aspect of rateless coding is that the receiver
is capable of decoding the original information, with
high probability, even if only part of the original information is available. To this end, the transmitter creates
a sequence of frames based on the original data, and the
receiver combines the collected frames and decodes the
original data once enough frames have been received.
(4) Adaptive optics: In adaptive optics (AO) a deformable mirror is used to pre-distort a transmitted laser beam
so that on its passage through the turbulent atmosphere it
arrives at the receiver as an undistorted wave. In most
long range OW demonstrations that have been carried out
to-date AO has been used to attempt to mitigate the
effects of the turbulent channel. Unfortunately, as pointed
out by Stotts et al. [164] “the ability of an adaptive optics
(AO) system to compensate turbulence along a path is
limited by the transmitter and receiver Rayleigh ranges,
proportional to the diameter of the optics squared and
inverse of the wavelength of light utilized.” AO is ineffective when the total range is greater than the sum of the
Rayleigh ranges. The Rayleigh range is R R = 0.7D 2 /l,
where D is the diameter of the transmitter or receiver
aperture, and l is the wavelength. For example with a
1.55-μm transmitter, and a 100-mm diameter receiver RR
= 4.5 km. An AO receiver can correct the wavefronts that
actually arrive at a receiver aperture, for example to couple
the light into single mode fiber. But, full reciprocal AO
that couples transmitter and receiver is not possible unless
the range is sufficiently short, or when the transmitter and
receiver are not moving fast laterally with respect to each
other. Although AO has had considerable success in optical astronomy, its complexity, cost, and inability to correct
for long range effects makes its widespread adoption for
OW problematic. A full discussion of AO is beyond the
scope of this article, but the study of Fried and co-workers
[182-187] is particularly important in this context.
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4.3. Satellite links and high-altitude platforms

Outdoor OW links are a high-bandwidth and lowpower-consumption alternative in satellite communications [4] and OW links have been successfully demonstrated in satellite-to-satellite, earth-to-satellite and
earth-to-moving-vehicle links [188-199]. Satellite systems are the most challenging category of outdoor OW
systems, because of the very long distances that the
optical beams propagate through vacuum or the atmosphere. Optical links that operate in vacuum (inter-satellite and space communications) are at least tens of
thousands of kms long. Even if the vacuum is considered to be ideal (lossless), the associated path losses that
increase with the square of the link distance are enormous, and vary from approximately 150 dB in satelliteto-satellite communications to approximately 230 dB in
Mars-to-Earth communications. Earth-to-satellite optical
links involves shorter distances, up to approximately
36,000 km for a geostationary orbit, but the total system
losses are increased due to scattering and absorption in
the atmosphere [150,152]. Hence, a key consideration in
satellite communications is the received optical power
and several techniques have been proposed to mitigate
the transmission associated losses. Optical amplification
is an appealing candidate [200-203], especially in earthto-satellite uplinks where low power consumption limitations do not apply. Another possible candidate in
earth-to-satellite communications is the use of flying
vehicles and high-altitude-platforms as beam relays
[204-206]. When no amplification or intermediate relays
are available, as in deep space communications [207],
the losses may not be mitigated and more sophisticated
receivers that operate at very low powers (photoncounting) are required [208].
A second important aspect of satellite systems is the
selection of suitable modulation formats and coding
schemes, depending on the application scope. Power
efficiency is critical in satellite communications, since
satellites recharge only by means of solar energy.
Recently, a 5.6-Gb/s inter-satellite link demonstrated the
suitability of binary phase shift keying (BPSK) for satellite OW links [192]. Deep space communications, on
the other hand, are plagued by extreme path losses and
favor the deployment of modulation formats with high
peak-to-average power ratios, which ensure that energy
peaks are detected. Multilevel PPM systems have been
shown to be suitable for deployment in deep space communications [150,209]. Efficient error-correcting coding
is also required in deep space communications due to
the extremely low powers received, and concatenated
convolutional codes have being shown to perform close
to the theoretical capacity limit [209]. In earth-to-satellite systems, coherent phase modulation schemes provide high sensitivity and the use of BPSK has been
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previously reported on a similar 5.6 Gb/s 142 km OW
link [210]. PPM has also been studied under the prism
of providing sufficient peak power to penetrate through
clouds [211,212]. Error-correcting codes help to mitigate
deep atmospheric fades, but there is a high possibility
that the OW link will be lost due to adverse weather
conditions altogether [213]. In such cases, temporal or
spatial diversity is required to maintain a working earthto-satellite optical link [214,215].
A final challenge in satellite communications is beam
acquisition, pointing, and tracking. Longer links typically
require more accurate and sophisticated acquisition,
pointing and tracking systems to maintain an operational OW link, since the slightest error is magnified by
the link distance. From a communication perspective,
pointing and tracking are not only important for maintaining the optical link, but also contribute to the link
power penalty since misalignment caused by pointing
and tracking errors result in power fluctuations at the
receiver [216-218]. Pointing and tracking errors are
caused mainly by (a) satellite vibrations [218], (b) errors
in the calculation of the point-ahead angle [4], and (c)
beam wander effects [219]. Pointing and tracking errors
may be reduced by using advanced automated control
methods in the pointing and tracking element [4], while
their impact may be dampened by allowing adaptive variations in the transmitted power [218] or a broader optical beam [220]. In earth-to-satellite communications
pointing and tracking also suffer from fades in the
atmosphere, and it is possible that re-acquisition of the
beam is required after a fade, leading to extended capacity loss. Reference [221] discusses how inertial sensors
can be utilized to counter-effect beam loss due to atmospheric fading.

5. Hybrid OW/RF systems
OW links can support high data rate communications in
large unlicensed bandwidths, but their data rates and
reliability are severely affected by atmospheric phenomena that include absorption, scattering and atmospheric
turbulence [158]. While in clear conditions atmospheric
attenuation for an OW link can be as low as a fraction
of a few dB/km, heavy snow or fog can increase this
attenuation to hundreds of dBs/km. Atmospheric turbulence, particularly in hot dry climates, causes signal fading that can degrade the link performance significantly.
Besides, when the links involve mobility, maintaining
accurate pointing and tracking over long distances
becomes highly challenging, and link deterioration or
complete link failure occurs. A key requirement is therefore to increase the reliability of OW links.
Improving the reliability of OW links, while still
exploiting their high data carrying capabilities, is
achieved by operating the OW link in conjunction with
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an RF link. Under this scheme of operation, the RF part
may be used for link control, maintenance and backup
functions that require relatively low line rates, while the
broadband OW part transfers the bulk of data. This
hybrid operation scheme improves reliability since RF
links can be much less sensitive to atmospheric conditions and pointing errors, depending on their frequency
of operation. In addition, when the OW links fail due to
obscurations or fading, the RF links can act as a backup
still providing a significant percentage of the OW system bandwidth. The RF data rate can be increased over
a given bandwidth using higher order modulations, for
instance quadrature amplitude modulation at the
expense of transmitted power and system complexity.
Even though RF frequencies have regulation restrictions
and large bandwidths for high data rates at desired frequencies are difficult to obtain, unlicensed bands at 2.4,
5, and 60 GHz are available for the implementation of
hybrid OW/RF systems.
The increased reliability of hybrid OW/RF over OWonly links enables them as a low-cost rapidly deployable
last-mile communication technology. In last-mile applications, OW/RF can provide connectivity over longer
distances within the eye safety limitations of laser radiation. In addition, OW/RF links can be used for both
fixed as well as mobile multigigabit backbone networks
[222-224]. Such networks may include ship-to-shore,
ship-to-ship, ground-to-aircraft, and aircraft-to-aircraft
links. The use of hybrid OW/RF systems for mobile
robot team applications has been discussed in [225].
Taking advantage of the high bandwidths of OW links
and reliability of RF links, such robot teams can transmit real-time video data in applications such as search
and rescue operations. The use of hybrid OW/RF systems can also facilitate RF spectrum planning and utilization. If OW/RF hybrid systems are designed to meet a
required quality of service then some of the existing RFonly links can be replaced with hybrid links. Hybrid
links typically utilize only a fraction of the RF bandwidth
in comparison with RF-only links [226]. The released RF
spectrum can subsequently be made available for more
critical applications.
5.1. Hybrid OW/RF channel model

In a hybrid OW/RF system, it is necessary to include
both the OW and RF channel impairments in the overall system performance. In general, OW and RF links,
depending on the frequency of operation, can be modeled independently to include the weather effects. As a
result, separate channel models for the OW and RF
links are mostly adequate to predict the hybrid system
performance. Most practical OW systems employ intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD). The
OW channel propagation results in a multiplicative
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effect on the transmitted optical intensity of the laser
source with a channel gain factor. The channel gain
includes atmospheric attenuation, pointing error effects
and atmospheric turbulence. A detailed discussion of
the channel impact on OW only systems has been presented in Section 4. Since the OW link operates with
direct line-of-sight (LOS), the RF link too has LOS, and
therefore the RF link can be modeled as a Ricean channel and often as an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel for good channel conditions. However, for longer and high altitude links severe fading in
the RF link can occur. One example is [222], where the
link operates over a distance of 150 km at a height of
10,000 ft. Both frequency-flat and frequency-selective
fading were observed for a system operating in the Xand Ku-band at a data rate of 274 Mb/s.
When higher RF frequencies are considered (such as
at millimeter wavelengths) the OW and RF channels
may not be truly independent. Higher RF frequency
bands support higher data rates, but they are also more
affected by atmospheric effects and pointing errors.
Consequently, higher RF frequencies are affected by
scintillations, and moderate to heavy rain events were
reported to affect both OW laser link at 850 nm and
millimeter wave RF [227]. Pointing errors can also affect
scintillation statistics for both channels [228]. In such a
case, pointing error correlations between the two links
cannot be ignored.
5.2. Hybrid OW/RF link architecture and networking

The RF link in hybrid OW/RF channels can be used for
link acquisition, data transmission control and/or data
transfer. Accordingly, hybrid systems are divided into
three categories, depending on the usage of the RF link,
as follows:
(1) Hybrid OW/RF using RF as the control link: The
RF link is generally more reliable than the OW link and
less sensitive to pointing. Thus, it can be used to assist
in the pointing and acquisition of the OW link. It can
also be used to provide packet retransmission requests.
Successful RF retransmission requests can significantly
improve system performance, as observed in [222] for a
multi-Gb/s data rate system.
(2) Hybrid OW/RF with switching and data splitting:
Since the OW link is the primary channel, the RF link
can be used either as a backup or as a parallel link carrying a fraction of the transmitted data. An experimental
2.9 km hybrid OW/RF link is described in [229], where
the RF link works in a standby mode. The laser link
provides connection at 155 Mb/s and the received signal
level is checked every 5 s. When the signal falls below a
certain threshold, data transmission switches to the RF
link, which operates at 2.4 GHz with a data rate of 11
Mb/s. Data transmission continues on the RF link until
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an improved signal level is detected and then the transmission switches back to the laser link. Although this
hybrid OW/RF experiment is important, this approach
under-utilizes resources, as only one link is active at any
given time.
When using both OW and RF links concurrently, data
is partitioned between the links. In [224], a dynamic
load switching algorithm is employed and incremental
load shifting from one link to the other is carried out,
based on the status of the two links. For this purpose,
BER is recorded on both links every minute and the
averaging effect over a window is used for switching. A
practical coded OW/RF switching scheme using an
automatic load distribution between the links is
described in [230]. The data packets are encoded using
Raptor codes and sent over the two links at their respective rates of 1 Gb/s and 96 Mb/s. Both the links employ
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes and discard corrupted packets. The receiver decodes the entire message
when there are a sufficient number of correctly received
packets. The transmitter continues sending encoded
packets for a given message until it receives a 1-bit feedback message. Although for a given reliability level the
data rate of this approach is less due to Raptor code
overhead, the average data rate is improved by nearly
six times in some cases. The use of Raptor codes for
hybrid OW/RF systems is also considered in [231].
(3) Hybrid OW/RF with codeword partitioning: If the
transmitted data are encoded for error correction, separate encoding and decoding over OW and RF links do
not fully exploit the available diversity. For example,
when the OW link deteriorates, a data packet encoded
and decoded only over the OW link may still be
received in error. If, however, some of the encoded bits
are transmitted over a more reliable RF link, there is a
higher probability of correctly receiving the packet. This
idea has been recently explored by many researchers. In
general, as more and more bits are transmitted over a
more reliable RF channel, the hybrid link remains operational even with less available OW SNR. This gives rise
to trade-offs between OW and RF link parameters.
A non-uniform rate-compatible low density parity
check (LDPC) code is proposed in [232] for partitioning
data into OW and RF links. The code rate is changed
through puncturing of the coded bits. To get insights
into the behavior of LDPC codes over hybrid channels,
density evolution for hybrid channels is described in
[226]. For a given code rate and OW/RF signal-to-noise
ratios, the minimum RF data rate needed for the convergence of the decoder algorithm is obtained. This
helps in the code requirements and design of hybrid systems. For example, the receiver can ask for an increase
or decrease in RF rate in steps. Hybrid channel density
evolution analysis for irregular LDPC codes shows that
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some further improvement in performance can be
obtained. The performance improvement is higher for
stronger turbulence channels. An experimental testbed
verification demonstrating the joint decoding of LDPC
codes over the two channels is carried out in [233].
Convolutional and turbo codes for hybrid channels are
also investigated in the literature [234,235]. Since these
codes require simpler encoders than decoders, they can
be useful at transmitters with limited resources. The
convolutionally coded bits are partitioned into OW and
RF channels using an optimized pattern and interleaved
before modulation [234]. This bit-interleaved coded
modulation is able to exploit the diversity of the two
links. In [235], error analysis for turbo codes in hybrid
channels showing trade-offs between RF and OW SNRs
is described. Optimal turbo-coded bit allocations for
puncturing and RF transmission are analyzed and
related algorithms are also presented.
From a networking perspective, hybrid OW/RF networks are required to provide high-rate data connectivity with low end-to-end delay. A multihop network with
short length links will provide high availability since the
shorter OW links are less vulnerable to outages [224].
However, adding more hybrid nodes is costly and it also
increases end-to-end delay. A hybrid wireless network of
backbone nodes is considered in [223], where the nodes
can be pointed to new nodes if necessary. Topology discovery, dissemination, link restoration, optimal OW/RF
configurations and routing are very critical for network
operation. These functions are accomplished through
cooperation of the RF and OW subsystems. For link
restoration, an increase in OW transmit power, bit rate
reduction and hybrid link switching were explored.
Alternatively, OW beam search along with RF connectivity can be used. If the OW link fails in a switched
hybrid system then the connection switches to the RF
link and optical beam probing can be continued until
the OW link is restored [223]. A detailed OW/RF network analysis, with links using codeword partitioning, is
an open research problem.

6. Conclusions and future directions
This article has presented an overview of OW technologies, emphasizing their deployment in communication
systems. Four distinct OW system categories (personal
communication, indoor, outdoor, and hybrid OW/RF)
have been discussed and key requirements and major
applications areas have been identified for each category.
Personal communication OW systems are required to
provide high rate connectivity and very short connection
establishment times. Both have been implemented in the
IrDA-standardized physical layer and protocol stack.
The current state of the art has enabled data transmission at Gb/s speeds and this technology is currently
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under standardization by the IrDA Giga-IR group.
Future standardization efforts include a technology
merge of infrared and USB technologies (IrUSB), as well
as a comprehensive analysis and optimization of available protocols with the new Gb/s speeds in mind.
Indoor OW systems are required to allow for user
mobility, which can be quite challenging due to the dispersive nature of the indoor channel. Dispersion mitigation is of critical importance in indoor OW and suitable
mitigation techniques, including multi-spot diffusing
links and coding, have been presented in this article.
The deployment of OW has been limited in the past
years, but recently VLCs have emerged as a future highpotential indoor OW technology. VLCs are being
actively investigated by the VLCs Consortium and the
IEEE 802.15.7 Task Group. The VLCs Consortium has
already produced standards for VLCs and is currently
cooperating with IrDA to promote OW systems for personal and indoor communications.
Outdoor OW systems are required to provide high
data rates and remain functional at link distances that
range from hundreds of meters to thousands of kms.
Outdoor systems are seriously affected by atmospheric
impairments, mainly obscuration and fading. These
effects are increasingly deleterious as the link length
increases and mitigation techniques like temporal/spatial
diversity, coding/interleaving and aperture averaging are
required to maintain link operation. At present, 10 Gb/s
Ethernet compliant outdoor OW systems are commercially available for metro applications from several vendors. In the near future, link speeds are expected to rise,
following the bandwidth increase in high-speed optical
components that currently operate at 40-100 Gb/s.
Finally, hybrid OW/RF systems have been introduced
to augment outdoor OW systems with increased reliability. The inclusion of the RF subsystem facilitates link
establishment and operation, enhances error correction
and data transfer control, and provides a backup link in
the event of a failure. Hybrid systems are currently
under research and researchers aim to identify which
cooperation schemes between the OW and RF links
provide the most reliable overall system operation.
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